
Simple. Innovative. Limitless.
Give your development the Quantify edge



As a developer, you keep a 
keen eye on what will give 
your development the edge it 
needs.

Simple
This isn’t your average home automation system. 

Quantify’s truly intelligent solution is simple to 

plan, install and commission, just how you like it. 

The Quantify installation planning software offers 

templated installation configurations, allowing quick 

and easy deployment to a single or entire block of 

apartments. The Quantify cloud platform keeps the 

system future-proof, with the ability to make changes 

remotely or apply upgrades as needed.

With electricians in mind, the products use standard AC 

wiring and wall boxes with no custom cabling required. 

This means it works for new or retrofit installations. 

With an intuitive installer app provided to commission 

and test the system, your electricians will thank you for 

making the process so simple. 

With smart home technology rapidly becoming a 

standard inclusion, you need technology that enhances 

the look of your development, while being simple and 

cost effective to install.

You need something with all the features a buyer 

desires and more.

 

Quantify Technology have a future-proof solution that 

is simple to deploy and highly innovative. It’s the perfect 

choice for your next development.
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Innovative Limitless
Quantify knows the overall look and feel of your 

development is vital, that’s why devices are designed 

to offer everything your buyers desire and more. 

There’s no time like the present to give customers 

the intelligent home living experience they need and 

yearn for. You can deliver an aesthetically sophisticated 

development with glass touch panels made from high 

quality materials that come complete with a choice of 

colour and trim rings to complement any existing or 

new interior design.

Offer your customers the luxury of various user 

interaction modes, with voice, touch or app control, so 

they get the best out of their smart home.

Blow your customers away with Quantify’s stylish and 

truly intelligent solution. 

It’s not just first impressions that count. It’s about 

what the product can offer your buyers in the years 

to come. Beyond the classy finishes and simple 

installation comes a future-proof solution that will 

make your customers smile long term. Surprise 

and delight your buyers with a home automation 

system that adapts effortlessly with their lifestyle and 

changing needs. 

Thanks to Quantify’s unique technology platform, 

upgrades will be seamless and simple. Your 

customers can always have the most up-to-date 

technology at their fingertips without the hassles of 

needing specialist technicians or an electrician.

Now, that’s not just limitless, it’s priceless. 
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+61 (0)8 6254 0200

sales@quantifytechnology.com

Suite 2, 6 Brodie Hall Drive, Bentley, Western Australia 6102

www.quantifytechnology.com

Please get in touch for a personal demonstration in one of our showrooms.

sydney@quantifytechnology.com

perth@quantifytechnology.com




